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“As new possibilities of social 
transformation were opened up, as 
people rejected the idea of society as a 
given, so ought became a political, as 
much as a moral demand. People asked 
themselves not simply ‘What moral 
claims are rational given the social 
structure?’, but also (…) What kind of 
society, what types of social 
institutions, what forms of social 
relations, will best allow human beings 
to flourish?”

“From the printing press to the mass 
media, from political parties to social 
networking, a range of mechanisms has 
helped transform the constituency that 
is able to engage in such debates…”



Paraphrasing Viktor Frankl: 

“Humans find themselves only through 
creating meaning in the world. But 
meaning is not something to be 
discovered. It is something that humans 
create. They do so by acting upon the 
world.”



What kind of scientist do you want to be?

Wikimedia Commons (Dona Eidam/USGS) 



I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t believe.
Roy Batty, Bladerunner



Human beings are a disease, a cancer of this planet. You're a plague 
and we are the cure.
Agent Smith, The Matrix



Scientific citizenship

Public accountability

Self-improvement

Satisfaction

Rewards: a personal view



Q13: Outline of public engagement plans 
             (No more than 250 words)

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. 
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. 
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. 
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. 

In the beginning…



Q13: Outline of public engagement plans 
             (No more than 250 words)

Tim Berners-Lee at the Olympic opening ceremony, 2012

The internet changes everything…



“Blogging isn’t writing. It’s graffiti with punctuation”

Jude Law, Elliot Gould in Contagion (2011)



Letter from Francis Crick to Jim Watson (April 1967)

http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/ps/access/SCBBKN.pdf
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Blog Manifesto: 

I won’t promise to post regularly.

I won’t promise to be unembarrassed to admit that I am a blogger. 

I won’t promise to have anything terribly insightful to say.

First post… (and the value of a network)



Speaking out...



Science and 
society

Online 

Outside

Simon Singh: 
The British Chiropractic 
Association... “happily 
promotes bogus treatments”.



The next generation

http://imascientist-film.org.uk

Connects the kids to real scientists 
Tough but energising
Fresh perspective
Youthful idealism
Makes you think



And that led to…

http://www.richannel.org/collections/2013/crystallography



Science and Politics — Sept 2010



Science is Vital Campaign

Photo: Della Thomas

Misleading photo - it was never this relaxed

#scienceisvital

scienceisvital.org.uk



Science is Vital rally preparations - not glamorous

Photo: Shane McCrackenPhoto: Stephen Curry



Science is Vital - Rally, Lobby, Petition (Oct 9-14th) Photo: Joe Dunckley
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Science is Vital since 2010

2011

2013



Science is Vital since 2010 10 June 2014

Election 
next year…



We’re not the only ones…

http://sciencegrrl.co.uk



Blogging at work: research & microbiology

* *



The internet changes everything (and it’s not done yet)

Dame Janet Finch: 

“The principle that the results of research that has 
been publicly funded should be freely accessible in 
the public domain is a compelling one, and 
fundamentally unanswerable.”



‣ Good for research
faster exchange of ideas
fosters inter-disciplinarity
stronger sense of community ownership

‣ Good for the taxpayer
better cost control (eventually)
access to the research they paid for
changes dynamic of public engagement

IS:



Challenging journals: Impact factors are a big problem
occamstypewriter.org/scurry

"affirms3the3principle3that3it3is3the3intrinsic'
merit'of'the'work,3and3not3the39tle3of3the3
journal3in3which3an3author’s3work3is3
published,3that3should3be3considered3in3
making3funding3decisions."



Impact on Impact?

"affirms3the3principle3that3it3is3the3intrinsic'
merit'of'the'work,3and3not3the39tle3of3the3
journal3in3which3an3author’s3work3is3
published,3that3should3be3considered3in3
making3funding3decisions."

"when3assessing3proposals3for3research3
funding3RCUK3considers3that3it3is3the3
quality'of'the'research3proposed3and3not3
where3an3author3has3published…3that3is3of3
paramount3importance."

April38,32013

occamstypewriter.org/scurry



Re-assessing researchers for the sake of science — and good communication

Vale,&R.&D.&(2012)&Mol3Biol3Cell323,&3285–3289.

Lawrence,&P.&A.&(2007)&Curr.3Biol.&17,&R583–5.

Have you signed?



Re-assessing communication for the sake of researchers — and the good of science
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